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HOW TO WRITE A RESUME
Why write a resume?
The main purpose of a resume is to help you get an interview. A well-written resume demonstrates how
closely your skills and experience match the needs and expectations of the position. Because of this, you
must tailor each resume and cover letter you send out. A resume is a marketing tool that highlights your
most relevant skills, qualifications, experience, accomplishments and knowledge to prospective
employers.
General resume information
There are three resume styles used for most job applications:
• Chronological - this is more accurately called “reverse chronological” because it lists your
experience and education in reverse order, starting with most recent. It is useful if you want to
show upward growth in a particular field or career. It works well if you’ve followed a fairly
traditional career path.
•

Functional - often called a skills-based resume, this format uses skill categories under which you
list experiences as they relate to each category. The skills categories are then followed by your
work history, which lists only the employers and dates.

•

Hybrid or Combination - this format allows you to use the best features of the chronological and
functional formats to highlight your top qualifications for the position. There are several ways to
format a hybrid resume. One way is to evaluate your most relevant paid and unpaid experiences
as they relate to the job description then list these skills in bullet points under a header such as
“Relevant Skills”. This is followed by a work history section listing your work experience in
reverse chronological order with bullets emphasizing your accomplishments. Another option is
to list your work history in reverse chronological order and then list your skill categories under
each job with bullets describing how you used that skill. Hybrid resumes can be tricky to write
but often are a great way to show you have the skills employers seek, especially if you have
followed a nontraditional career path.

Other “Rules”
There are few hard and fast rules in writing resumes. In general:
• Avoid making any grammar or spelling mistakes. Mistakes are often interpreted as lack of
attention to detail.
• Arrange content starting with what is most relevant and your strongest skill or experience.

•
•
•
•

•
•

Education can be listed at the beginning or after experience, depending on how long ago you
obtained your education and how relevant it is to the job.
You can go over one page—in general one page is the rule but if you have extensive experience
or education, going to two pages is acceptable.
How far back? We often get this question. In general, employers want to see about 7-10 years
back but you could use older experience if it is relevant to the job.
Make sure your resume is easy to read by using a font style such as Times New Roman, Calibri
or Arial and a font size that is easy on the eyes. In most cases, 10 – 12 point fonts are best
(except for headers which can be 14-16 point). Also, make sure there is some white space on
the page throughout the resume.
When submitting your resume and cover letter online, send it as a PDF.
PROOFREAD! Get a few other people to read your entire resume looking for spelling, grammar,
spacing or other mistakes. This is key!

Sections of a resume
Contact information – includes your name (often in a larger, bold font), address, cell phone number,
and email address. It may also link to your LinkedIn page, blog, and/or online portfolio.
Objective – this section is optional. You will be submitting a cover letter with your resume so often
an objective is not necessary. If you do include an objective, make sure it is concise, tailored to the
position, and informative.
Summary – many people now include a brief professional summary instead of an objective. This can
allow you to highlight specific skills or knowledge that the employer is seeking. Since this is often the
first content, it serves to introduce you and encourage the reader to keep reading. You can tailor
what you title this section to your needs. “Professional Summary”, “Highlights of
Qualifications”…what works for you?
Experience - again, this heading can be tailored to your situation. If you say “Work Experience”, it
implies paid work but if you say “Experience”, you can list unpaid experience as well. Each entry
should include: 1. The organization name (or your title-depending on what you want to emphasize),
2. Your title (or the organizations name), 3. Location (City, State), and 4. Dates of employment
(month and year started and ended. It is also acceptable to list only the years). If you are still working
at the business, state end date as “Present”
Example:
University of Wisconsin – Madison, Academic Advisor, Madison, WI
OR
Academic Advisor, University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, WI

August 2010-Present
August 2010-Present

Use bold or italics to emphasize either the employer or the title. Whatever you choose should be
consistent throughout the resume.

Under each experience, list 3-7 bullet points that describe your accomplishments or skills. Start each
bullet statement using an action verb. See the handouts “Your Resume Transformation: From Good
to Great” and “Power Verbs” included in this packet for help writing bullet statements.
You may want to consider grouping similar experiences under a targeted skill section heading. For
example “Cross-Cultural Experience” or “Customer Service”. This uses the hybrid or combination
format. Remember you can list volunteer experience or unpaid experience (internships, placements)
in addition to paid work.
Education – list the name of your college(s) or university, your degree and major or your program
and graduation date.
Examples:
University of Wisconsin-Madison, Master of Science, Agricultural and Applied Economics, May 2015
University of Wisconsin-Madison, Capstone Certificate in Computer Science, anticipated 5/2019
Master’s in Business Administration, University of Wisconsin-Madison
12/2018
If you attended more than one post-high school institution, list the one from which you graduated.
If you did not earn a credential, indicate the number of credits you earned or semesters you
attended.
If you completed or have credits toward a master’s or other post-undergrad program, list this before
your undergraduate program information—stick to reverse chronological order.
Other possible sections – This will vary from person to person and from job to job. You could have a
“Special Skills” section that includes any languages you speak (other than English), or a section for
“Technical Skills”, “Community Involvement” or “Professional Memberships”. Consider what makes the
most sense for you and what is most relevant to the job.
What not to include- Personal information such as height, weight, age, date of birth, gender, race,
photos, social security number, salary information, religious affiliation.
Resume writing resources
UW-Madison Writing Center (will work via phone, email, skype and face to face)
https://writing.wisc.edu/
Madison Public Library Writing Assistance-free
https://www.madisonpubliclibrary.org/engagement/writing/madison-writing-assistance
South Central Wisconsin Job Center
https://www.scwijobs.com/ workshops and resume reviews.
Online resume websites
http://blueskyresumes.com/ Free information and samples. You can also pay a resume writer but this
tends to be very expensive. Use this site to learn how to do it yourself.
https://acsss.wisc.edu/career-and-educational-planning/resources/ Adult Career and Special Student
Services resources page. Includes job search and career planning resources.

Your Resume Transformation: From Good to Great
Results-Oriented Bullets
In your resume, you probably highlighted skills that you developed through jobs, student organizations,
and other experiences. While that makes sense for some bullet points, we need to dig deeper to
showcase the results, purpose and impact of your actions. The structure for your bullets should follow
this formula:
Action Verb + What You Did + How You Did It + Results/Purpose/Impact
(Pro-tip: the order of these elements may vary depending on your sentence structure)
• Ask yourself, “So what…why did this matter…what did my action(s) contribute towards?”
Incorporating the answers into your bullet points makes your resume stronger and more attractive to
recruiters and employers.
• Make sure to quantify wherever you can—numbers help give a more detailed description of the
scope of your work/experience.

Action Verb
Communicates:
Skill, knowledge, or
accomplishment.

Examples Good Resume
Expanded Spanish communication skills through
collaboration with Spanish-speaking employees
Developed organizational and leadership abilities by
leading committee meetings
Attended bi-weekly sessions to become a Leadership
Ambassador

What you did, how you did
it, and the result or purpose!
Context, detail and quantifiable
information make stronger bullet points.

GREAT Resume
Collaborated with 7 Spanish-speaking colleagues to increase
store efficiency and decrease merchandise order errors by
10%
Led bi-weekly committee meetings of 8 members by
facilitating discussions and monitoring goal progression;
planned fundraiser resulting in $2,000 raised for Special
Olympics
Participated in bi-weekly professional development sessions
on leadership, teamwork, and goal-setting that led to
certification as a Leadership Ambassador
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